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14 Sports 
Kicking It Off: Womens'World Cup Takes Center Stage 
Tobin Haefele j Assistant Sports Editor 

With the qualifying matches out of the way, the Women's World Cup prepares to 
kick off on June 6,the first match beginning in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. The match 
will feature the Canadian women's team defending their home turf against China PR . 
Expectations are high for the American and German teams, being two of the top teams 
in the tournament every year. Japan will try to defend its title as reigning champs, start

lenburg is a former midfielder for the German National team and was hired three 
years ago after a successful run coaching a German womens football club: FCR 2001 
Duisburg. Bachmann is up with the leading scorers on the Swiss team with 32 goals. 

ing by rivaling Ramona Bachmann and her tough Swiss team. 
This will be the sixth World Cup since the Womens World Cup was founded in 1991. 

The most successful teams in the tournament being Germany and the United States 
each with two championships. This year, the league will add eight extra spots for teams 
to get in, bumping the number of teams in the tournament from sixteen up to twenty 
four. Some new teams include Thailand, Cote d'lvoire, Cameroon, Ecuador, Costa 
Rica, Switzerland, Spain, and Netherlands. These new teams will try to win the Cup 

Ramona Bachmann, dubbed the "Swiss Magician," has had an extraordinary 
career so far. At only 16 she was rejecting offers to play with clubs all over the 
world, eventually deciding to sign with the Swiss club Umea IK. After being chosen 
as Swiss female player of the year in 2009, Bachmann decided to take her talents 
overseas, being the number one pick in the Women's Pro Soccer draft. Bachmann 
played for the Atlanta Beat for a year, but after an injury riddled year, they opted to 
not resign her. 

against a tough already-established pecking order. 
Japan's championship run last year was quite the ride, with a goal in extra time to 

defeat the reigning champion, Germany, in the quarterfinal. They moved on to defeat 
the Swedish Women's team 3-1, placing them in the final match versus a tough US 
opponent. After goals scored by the US and Japan, regulation ended in a 1-1 tie. The 
match moved on to extra time where Japan was saved with a late goal by Homare 
Sawa. They finally ended up in the penalty shootouts where Japan's goalkeeperAyumi 
Kaihori had a couple of crucial saves to give Japan a 3-1 win. Japan is lead by head 

·coach Norio Sasaki, who has coached the Japanese Women's team since being pro
moted in 2007. Earlier in his career, Sasaki successfully coached a Japanese football 
league mens team until 1998. That would mark the first Asian nation to win a World 
Cup final since the tournament was founded . 

Switzerland, on the other hand, has not achieved the same level of success, with 
this year being their first year qualifying for the World Cup since the team was found
ed in 1972. Teh team is headlined by the 24 year-old Ramona Bachmann who has led 
this Swiss team to their first World Cup appearance. Their coach Martina Voss-Teck- Ramona Bachmann (photo courtesy ol Wilcipedia Commons) 

Athletes, Injuries, and Travel 
Zach Strauch /Editor in Chief ..,.. 

Injuries have always been an unfortunate, yet integral 
component of sports. They've decided countless careers, 
games, and, perhaps most notably, legacies. Superficially, 
injuries taint the image of individual athletes, but upon 
closer examination, injuries fuel a chain reaction of de· 
plorable events not exclusively confined to the injured in· 
dividual. These events have exposed a different, darker 
side of sports not typically observed by the general public, 
ot athletes themselves, for that matter. 

Travel is often an afterthought in sports. It's simply 
viewed as a mode of getting from one place to another, one 
grueling competition to another. While this perception is 
in many ways correct, a larger issue with traveling is con· 
sistently overlooked. Being cramped into a small airplane 
or bus seat for an extended period of time, on a regular ba · 
sis, poses a number of health hazards for athletes. Chang· 
ing time zones and extended periods of sedentary activity 
both have detrimental effects on health and, when they're 
encounter.ed frequently, the effects are magnified. 

Changing time zones disrupts circadian rhythm, an 
entrainable, internal biological process that one adjusts 
to according to set time zones and typicalities. In other 

words, it's a 24-hour clock mstilled in the vast majority 
of humans. Disruption of the rhythm can cause sleep dis· 
turbance, increased fatigue, headaches, irritability, and 
indigestion. All of these side effects can severely alter an 
athlete's performance, which, in turn, leads to inadequa· 
cies in team performance. In a study performed by Vander
bilt University in 2013, it was determined that MLB teams 
that traveled across two time zones had a 47 percent 
chance of winning, and teams that traveled across three 
had a 39 percent chance of winning. The decrease can't be 
solely attributed to disruption of circadian rhythm. It's an 
issue where several smaller problems have collaborated to 
form a larger conundrum, one that reaps both short and 
long·term consequences for athletes. 

Extended periods of sedentary activity don'i-have posi· 
tive effects on anyone's health, but they're especially det· 
rimental for athletes. A number of imposing and negative 
side effects have been linked to lengthy periods of sitting, 
including heart disease, colon cancer, diabetes, and deep 
vein thrombosis. For athletes, these side effects are rela· 
tively atypical during careers but progressively become 
more pronounced after careers have ended. During ca· 

reers, athletes run the risk of experiencing more short· 
term side effects, typically staging more serious and sue· 
cessive health complications. These short·term effects 
include sore shoulder and back muscles, strained neck 
muscles, and muddled, incoherent brain functions. These 
relatively minute effects are amplified when applied to 
typical circumstances for professional athletes, where 
they're obligated to engage in intense, high-stress situa· 
tions on a routine basis. 

Travel has, in a relatively abbreviated manner, worked 
its way into sports. In America, its evolution has spurred 
the evolution of sports. No longer do teams have to sit on 
a bus or train to travel between events, they can simply 
load up onto a cramped metal bullet and voyage anywhere 
in the country (or Canada) in a single day. The ease and 
speed of modern travel has allowed professional sporting 
entities to condense regular seasons and schedule sporad· 
ic road trips, both of which have severely impacted ath· 
letes in a highly adverse way. By·and·large, the evolution 
of travel has an immensely positive connotation associ· 
ated with it, but in sports, the expression is provoking a 
collective· groan. 


